Black Girl Lost Donald Goines
Yeah, reviewing a ebook black girl lost donald goines could accumulate your near contacts
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, execution does not
suggest that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as well as contract even more than other will give each success. next-door to, the
message as skillfully as perception of this black girl lost donald goines can be taken as capably as
picked to act.

Whoreson - Donald Goines 2012-03
Whoreson Jones is the son of a beautiful black
prostitute and an unknown white john. As a
child, he's looked after by his neighbourhood's
imposing matriarch, Big Mama, while his mother
works the streets. At the age of 12, his street
education begins when a man named Fast Black
schools him in trickology. By 13, Whoreson is a
cardsharp. At the age of 16 his childhood comes
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

to an abrupt end when he becomes a fullyfledged pimp: cold-blooded and ruthless. As he
battles to understand his world, he must learn to
live up to his mother's words, 'First be a man,
then be a pimp'.
Death List - Donald Goines 1996-04
Includes special preview of Cry revenge, page
165.
Forever a Hustler's Wife
- Nikki Turner
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2007-04-10
The high priestess of the hood, Nikki Turner, is
back with the novel fans have been feenin’ for:
the sequel to her #1 bestselling novel, A
Hustler’s Wife. Des, Virginia’s slickest gangsta,
is about to become a dad when he is charged
with the murder of his own attorney. But with
Yarni, his gorgeous wife (and a brilliant lawyer),
now calling the shots, Des isn’t going back to the
slammer without a fierce fight. Even with the
heat on, Des manages to take his game to the
next level and finds a new hustle, one that will
allow him to possess the three things all major
players desire: money, power, and respect. He
becomes a preacher. Reluctantly, Yarni stands
by her man as he trades in his triple beam scale
for a Bible and a Bentley and makes his Church
of the Good Life Ministry a welcoming place for
all sinners to step up to the altar. But when
Des’s nephew is killed in the high-stakes heroin
trade and Des learns that someone close to him
okayed the hit, the dyed-in-the-wool gangsta sets
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

aside the Bible for the gospel of the streets–even
if it means risking the one person who’s always
had his back.
Supreme Clientele- Ashley 2009-05-05
Every Hustler's reign ends in one of two ways. .
.prison or death. Refusing to let the prediction
become a reality, Julius "Jules" Carter creates
new rules to an old game. Strategically, he forms
one of the most notorious drug operations
Harlem has ever seen. Jules thought the game
was his biggest challenge that is until he meets
Tish. Young and Ambitious she is determined to
escape from Harlem's allure, but her love for
Jules has her rooted. She gets tangled in his web
of lies and deceit. When she finds out about his
past demons and connects them with her own,
she soon finds out that there's a thin line
between love and hate. You can't turn a bad girl
good, but once a good girl turns bad she's gone
forever. Julius finds out the hard way that
everything done in the dark eventually comes to
light. Ashley and JaQuavis narrate a fast paced,
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suspenseful tale of one of Harlem's biggest drug
lords, his rise to power, and the woman behind
him.
White Man's Justice, Black Man's Grief Donald Goines 1973
Goines' classic novel of prison life, it has been
called "one of the most revealing books ever
written about prison life and the bigotry built
into our system."
Flyy Girl - Omar Tyree 2001-08-01
From a fresh new voice with talent to burn
comes this brash bitter sweet novel about Tracy
Ellison, a young girl with knockout looks, slanted
hazel eyes, tall hair, and attitude, as she comes
of age during the hip-hop era. Motivated by the
material life, Tracy, her friends, and the young
men who will do anything to get next to them
are plunged into a world of violence, gratuitous
sex, and heartbreak. Slowly, Tracy begins to
examine her life, her goals, and her sexuality—as
she evolves from a Flyy Girl into a woman. A
captivating tale, written with fluid narrative and
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

contemporary dialect, Flyy Girl captures the
complete feel and sounds of the streets and is
destined to become an urban classic.
Little Black Girl Lost
- Keith
3 Lee Johnson
2014-09-01
After his blockbuster success of Little Black Girl
Lost, and Little Black Girl Lost II Keith Lee
Johnson takes us back to 1950's New Orleans,
into the world of betrayal, envy, lust, and
murder, where everyone has ulterior motives.
The past resurfaces in this third installment of
the life and times of seventeen year old Johnnie
Wise. Truth has its consequences and Johnnie
has a lot to answer for. The innocent girl we met
in the first installment of this compelling series
is gone; all that remains is the self-absorbed,
self-righteous courtesan who is now complicit in
three murders. She is surrounded by enemies
who will stop at nothing to see that she pays for
her past indiscretions. Two-hundred and fifty
thousand dollars of the money that Sharon
Trudeau (Johnnie's Stockbroker) stole is missing-
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-the money Bubbles gave to Johnnie after killing
Sharon in a Fort Lauderdale Hotel. The cops
think Johnnie's involved and they want answers.
Someone has to answer for Sharon's murder.
Will Johnnie land on her feet again? Or has her
luck finally run out?
Sleeping with Strangers - Eric Jerome Dickey
2007
Drifting from relationship to relationship in his
work as a killer for hire, Gideon interacts with a
range of con artists, prostitutes, and brokenhearted clients while passing time with three
very different women, each of whom wishes to
capture his heart. By the author of Chasing
Destiny. 150,000 first printing.
Dutch - Teri Woods 2009-09-23
James Bernard Jr., a.k.a. Dutch, has become the
most dangerous criminal in New Jersey. From
his early skill as a car thief, Dutch recognized
the opportunity to rule the streets and he seized
it. Feared by all, and completely fearless, Dutch
and his dangerous clique take over the lucrative
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

heroin business of a local African drug lord. With
both the protection and respect of the Mafia,
Dutch becomes the most terrifying force on the
streets. District Attorney Anthony Jacobs is
determined to take down Dutch and his crew,
and he's confident that his witnesses will testify
against them. But a sudden turn of events will
soon make the DA's job harder than he
imagined.
Get It Girls - Treasure Blue 2012-02-07
After being released from prison, Jessica Jones
returns to Harlem to find that crack dealers have
taken over and starts a fight to reclaim the the
neighborhood.
In Search of Satisfaction - J. California Cooper
1995-09-01
With In Search Of Satisfaction, Cooper
gracefully portrays men and women, some good
and others wickedly twisted, caught in their
individual thickets of want and need on a oncegrand plantation. In Yoville, "a legal town-ship
founded by the very rich for their own personal
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use," a freed slave named Josephus fathers two
daughters, Ruth and Yinyang, by two different
women. His desire to give Yinyang and himself
money and opportunities oozes through the
family like an elixir. In seeking the legacy left by
their father, Ruth and Yinyang pull each other,
their families, and their Yoville neighbors into a
vortex of ever-powerful emotion.
Awaiting Identification
- R. J. Fox 2018-04-10
Five bodies, five intersecting storylines, five
lives . . . each searching for hope and
redemption. Wayne County Medical Examiner's
Office, Detroit, Michigan: October 31, 1999. Five
unidentified bodies lie in the Wayne County
morgue on Halloween night. Although each
character was on a separate journey, fate leads
each of the five victims to cross paths on the
streets of Detroit en route to their tragic demise.
Set against the backdrop of a Devil's Night party
at legendary Detroit concert venue and
nightclub, Saint Andrew's Hall, Awaiting
Identification details the final night on earth for
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

five lost souls. NYC Girl: a former dancer arrives
back home from New York City to make amends
with her mother and begin to rebuild her life.
Leaf Man: a musician and part-time DJ is on the
cusp of his big break with one final, unexpected
drug deal to complete before he can go totally
straight. R.I.P.: a career criminal must come up
with a large sum of money to pay for his father's
medical expenses, despite his yearning for a
crime-free life. The Zealot: a religious fanatic on
a mission from God to rid the city of filth. Cat
Man: a kind and trusting homeless man wanders
the city looking for new friends. Like the city in
which it takes place, Awaiting Identification is a
story of hope, identity, and above all,
redemption.
Midnight - Sister Souljah 2010-11-30
New York Times bestselling author Life After
Death, the hip-hop generation's beloved and
most compelling storyteller, delivers a powerful
story about love and loyalty, strength and family.
In her bestselling novel, The Coldest Winter
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Ever, Sister Souljah introduced the world to
Midnight, a brave but humble lieutenant to a
prominent underworld businessman. Now, in a
highly anticipated follow-up to her million-selling
masterpiece, she brings readers into the life and
dangerously close to the heart of this silent,
fearless young man. Raised in a wealthy,
influential, Islamic African family, Midnight
enjoys a life of comfort, confidence, and
protection. Midnight's father provides him with a
veil of privilege and deep, devoted love, but he
never hides the truth about the fierce challenges
of the world outside of his estate. So when
Midnight's father's empire is attacked, he sends
Midnight with his mother to the United States.
In the streets of Brooklyn, a young Midnight
uses his Islamic mind-set and African
intelligence to protect the ones he loves, build a
business, reclaim his wealth and status, and
remain true to his beliefs. Midnight, a handsome
and passionate young man, attracts many
women. How he interacts and deals with them is
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

a unique adventure. This is a highly sensual and
tremendous love story about what a man is
willing to risk and give to the women he loves
most. Midnight will remain in your mind and
beat in your heart for a lifetime. Her "raw and
true voice" (Publishers Weekly) will both soothe
and arouse you. In a beautifully written and
masterfully woven story, Sister Souljah has
given us Midnight, and solidified her presence as
the mother of all contemporary urban literature.
The Cartel 2 - Ashley 2009-11-01
Diamonds are forever . . . or are they? The
Cartel runs Miami, and loyalty to their
organization runs deep, but when someone
breaks the rules, things may be beyond repair. A
snitch in the crew has dismantled the notorious
Cartel, and now disloyalty threatens to tear the
family apart. Young Carter is in the fight for his
life, as he faces drug kingpin charges due to the
treachery of his best friend, Ace. Kidnapping,
murder, deception, and seduction fill this highly
anticipated sequel. Will Zyir find out that Breeze
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is still alive? Will Mecca be exposed as his
brother's killer? Is Miamor dead or alive? Ashley
and JaQuavis are back with The Cartel 2. Their
twisted tale of deceit will have you on the edge
of your seat, trying to figure out what happens
next.
Swamp Man - Donald Goines 1974
Includes special preview of Kenyatta's last hit.
Cry Revenge - Donald Goines 1996-04
"The streets run red with blood when war breaks
out between Blacks and Chicanos."--Cover.
Kenyatta's Escape - Donald Goines 2000-09
Kenyatta and his army escape from an impeding
ambush on his farm by hijacking a plane they
believe will take them to Africa, but the plan
must suddenly change when the pilots' attempt
to save the plane fails.
Inner City Hoodlum - Donald Goines 1992-08
After a heist on a freight train leads to murder,
Johnny and his friends go to work for kingpin
Duke Davis, but when Duke recruits Johnny's
little sister Leslie for prostitution and later kills
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

her, Johnny seeks revenge.
Diary of a Street Diva - Ashley 2009-02-24
When his wife, Remy, is locked up unexpectedly,
Cease, a young hustler from Flint, Michigan,
stumbles upon her diary, which exposes her
deepest and darkest secrets, and discovers a
new side to this woman he thought he knew.
Reprint.
Trick Baby - Iceberg Slim 2011-09-13
The author that brought black literature to the
streets is back. Weaving stories of deceit, sex,
humor and race Iceberg Slim, best-selling author
of Pimp, brings us the story of a hustler who
doesn’t just play the con game, he transforms it.
This is the gritty truth, the life of a hustler in
south side Chicago where the only characters
are those who con and those who get conned.
Trick Baby tells the story of “White Folks,” a
blue-eyed, light-haired, con-artist whose pale
skin allows him to pass in the streets as a white
man. Folks is tormented early in life, rejected by
other children and branded a “Trick Baby,” the
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child conceived between a hooker and her trick.
Refusing to abandon his life in the ghetto and a
chance at revenge, Folks is taken under the wing
of an older mentor, Blue. What happens next is
not to be believed. Only Slim could bring us the
story of a hustler, forced to learn the game and
rise to the top. It’s Slim’s story and he tells it in
the only way he knows how, in the language of
the streets.
Kenyatta's Last Hit - Donald Goines
2013-08-27
With the help of football star Elliot Stone,
Kenyatta concentrates his army's forces on
ridding the black community of rampant drug
traffic.
Long White Con - Iceberg Slim 2012-01-03
In a classic urban-fiction tale, a light-skinned,
blue-eyed black con man nicknamed "White
Folks" plans his most ambitious caper. Reissue.
Black Girl Lost - Donald Goines 2014-04-29
Teenagers Sandra and Chink fall in love after
they start selling drugs in inner-city Los Angeles,
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

but when he goes to jail and Sandra is later
raped, Chink escapes to seek revenge against
the men responsible.
The American Diary of a Japanese -Girl
Yoné
Noguchi 2021-11-05
"The American Diary of a Japanese Girl" by Yoné
Noguchi. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Mama Black Widow - Iceberg Slim 2013-05-07
Tells the story of Otis Tilson, a transvestite living
a life of pimping and tricking amid the violence
and crime of the homosexual underground.
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Never Die Alone - Donald Goines 1995-06-01
The shocking expose of a drug dealer's rise from
the streets to later become a Snow King. Like
most of Goines's books, this is based on the hard
real facts of his short life.
How Far She Went - Mary Hood 2011-03-15
Mary Hood's fictional world is a world where
fear, anger, longing—sometimes worse—lie just
below the surface of a pleasant summer
afternoon or a Sunday church service. In "A
Country Girl," for example, she creates an idyllic
valley where a barefoot girl sings melodies "low
and private as a lullaby" and where "you could
pick up one of the little early apples from the
ground and eat it right then without worrying
about pesticide." But something changes this
summer afternoon with the arrival at a family
reunion of fair and fiery Johnny Calhoun:
"everybody's kind and nobody's kin," forty in a
year or so, "and wild in the way that made him
worth the trouble he caused." The title story in
the collection begins with a visit to clean the
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

graves in a country cemetery and ends with the
terrifying pursuit of a young girl and her
grandmother by two bikers, one of whom "had
the invading sort of eyes the woman had spent
her lifetime bolting doors against." In the story
"Inexorable Process" we see the relentless
desperation of Angelina, "who hated many
things, but Sundays most of all," and in
"Solomon's Seal" the ancient anger of the
mountain woman who has crowded her husband
out of her life and her heart, until the plants she
has tended in her rage fill the half-acre. "The
madder she got, the greener everything grew."
Fly Betty - Treasure Blue 2013-02-05
CMC’s own Harlem-bred literary giant Treasure
Blue, brings you Fly Betty, the third installment
in the acclaimed Harlem Girl Lost series. In the
multi-billion dollar a year entertainment industry
there is a secret society of women that few are
privy to. All of these women are vying for one
thing – an opportunity to live a luxurious, lavish
lifestyle by snagging a rich and famous singer,
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rapper or athlete. But being drop-dead gorgeous
and super fly are only pieces of what it takes to
catch one of these wealthy and highly sought
after young millionaires. Where luck, timing and
persistence can be determining factors on the
surface – deceit, lies and manipulation are what
it really takes to have a chance at catching their
men. Betty Blaise, or Fly Betty to those who
truly know her, was not in it to be a wife or even
the baby momma of a wealthy public figure – she
had her sights set higher, much higher. While
most of these women use sex as their weapon of
choice, Betty, a senior majoring in psychology,
has developed a weapon that proves much more
powerful. Up until now Betty has lived her life
according to her own strict rules and standards,
refusing to compromise for anyone, even if it
potentially meant shielding herself from true
love. But when she encounters a man that she
would never have anticipated falling for in a
million years, soon, the very rules Betty once
lived and died by are going to be put to the test.
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

The very tools she used so effectively against
wealthy men begin to turn against her – and
deadly consequences are sure to follow.
Like Sisters on the Homefront - Rita WilliamsGarcia 2019-12-30
Rita Williams-Garcia’s masterful and bold
Coretta Scott King Honor Book is fresh, funny,
and powerfully relevant. This novel by a master
storyteller and Newbery Honor-winning author
is about one girl’s discovery of her family
history—and her own place within it. When
fourteen-year-old Gayle gets in trouble with a
boy—again—her mother doesn’t give her a
choice: Gayle is getting sent away from New
York to her family down South, along with her
baby, José. In a small town in Georgia, there is
nowhere to go but church, nothing to do but
chores, and no friends except her goody-goody,
big-boned, kneesock-wearing cousin, Cookie.
Gayle is stuck cleaning up after Great, the old
family matriarch who stays upstairs in her bed.
But the more she spends time with Cookie and
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Great, Gayle learns about her family’s history
and secrets, stretching all the way back through
the preachers and ancestors of the past. And
slowly, the stories of her roots begin to change
how Gayle sees her future. Like Sisters on the
Homefront is a fast, gritty read about mistakes,
second chances, and family. A strong choice for
summer reading and for sparking conversation
in the classroom or at home.
A Street Girl Named Desire - Treasure E. Blue
2008-12-24
Bestselling author Treasure E. Blue returns with
a gritty against-all-odds urban fairy tale set in
the same unforgiving neighborhood as that of his
breakout debut novel Harlem Girl Lost. Desire
was born on the streets of Harlem–literally. Her
mom, a crack-addicted prostitute, delivered her
on a bitter winter’s night after turning a trick
and being brutally beaten by the john. Taken
from her mother by the state, Desire grows up
unwelcoming foster homes, until a local Good
Samaritan takes her in. With Miss Hattie Mae’s
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

love and Christian guidance, Desire gains
confidence, joins the church choir, and discovers
that she’s got a set of pipes–which soon attract
the attention of hip-hop’s biggest exec. But the
road to superstardom is paved with dangers and
temptations: drugged-out, violent rappers,
untrustworthy pro athletes promising romance,
and vicious drugs. Despite her phenomenal
success and Miss Hattie Mae’s kindness, Desire
seems destined for a fall from the top that will
slam her back onto the pavement where her
mama left her–until an unexpected angel picks
her back up. . . .
Makes Me Wanna Holler - Nathan McCall
2011-01-26
One of our most visceral and important memoirs
on race in America, this is the story of Nathan
McCall, who began life as a smart kid in a close,
protective family in a black working-class
neighborhood. Yet by the age of fifteen, McCall
was packing a gun and embarking on a criminal
career that five years later would land him in
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prison for armed robbery. In these pages,
McCall chronicles his passage from the street to
the prison yard—and, later, to the newsrooms of
The Washington Post and ultimately to the
faculty of Emory University. His story is at once
devastating and inspiring, at once an indictment
and an elegy. Makes Me Wanna Holler became
an instant classic when it was first published in
1994 and it continues to bear witness to the
great troubles—and the great hopes—of our
nation. With a new afterword by the author
Airtight Willie & Me - Iceberg Slim 2013-03-12
Collects six gritty tales of the street, featuring
the lives of hustlers, dealers, and prostitutes.
The Trophy Wife- Jaquavis 2014-03-04
Love, lies, adultery, and death. Ashley and
JaQuavis introduce readers to London, a
beautiful immigrant from Trinidad. She was
given to her husband by her father in order to
settle a debt. Standing by her husband's side to
make him the envy of his associates is a day in
the life, but behind closed doors, their
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

relationship becomes cold, and the abuse that
she encounters has her looking for a way out.
When she meets a young thug named Kalil, he
opens her eyes to a world she never knew.
Afraid of the repercussions of her actions, she
avoids Kalil at all costs, but his relentless pursuit
makes their love inevitable. Enter the world of
The Trophy Wife. Her story will keep you
guessing until the final page, and the outcome
will leave you breathless.
A Gangster's Girl Saga - Chunichi 2007
Ceazia Devereaux, obsessed with the finer
things in life, starts her own escort service
where she meets Virginia druglord Vegas and
enters into a dangerous world of fast money,
which she finds hard to escape.
Black Queens Matter - Vincent MORRIS
2019-05-13
The author is quoted as saying, "I wanted to
write a book that was a celebration of black
women, as too many books aren't. This is a
problem not only in literature but the world at
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large.. Isn't it time black women were
celebrated? That's what this book
is."DESCRIPTIONQueen Jackson, an intelligent
and strong willed black woman from a rough and
destructive background, fights to build a school
housing the best and brightest sistas from
around the country. This will be an institution of
learning that not only gives them a formal
education, but teaches them to do for self, take
their community back by any means necessary,
improve in relationships between men and
woman, and compete at the highest levels
possible.Along the way she still has to balance a
high profile marriage, a mother still addicted to
the hood, a God child who has trouble adjusting,
closeted racists who attack her in media, close
minded suburbanites, and a talk show host hell
bent on her demise."Will the mother rise above
her project mentality?" "Will the God child
reared in the hood, adjust to the suburbs?" "Will
the closet racists and close minded suburbanites
win?" "Will the talk show host sway America in
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

the opposite direction?" "Will the school ever get
built in the first place?" "Is true freedom within
our grasp?"These questions and more are
answered in Black Queens Matter, a thought
provoking look into one sistas quest for life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Harlem Girl Lost
- Treasure E. Blue 2008-12-24
“A true urban novel filled with vivid images of
the street.” –Black Issues Book Review Treasure
E. Blue, street lit’s hottest newcomer, crafts
characters that fly off the page and a story that
burns with intensity. Set in Harlem, this searing
novel is a poignant and gritty portrait of urban
survival of the ghetto’s fittest . . . and most
fierce. Silver Jones knows just how cruel life can
be. Her mother was chewed up and spit out by
its dark side–brutally murdered while turning a
trick. Rather than live with her abusive
grandmother, Silver runs away. Determined to
escape the mean streets, Silver longs for an
education. But after running into an old friend, a
homeless youth named Chance whom she’d
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taken under her wing once upon a time, Silver
puts her dreams of college on hold. Chance is
grown now–and he’s a powerful drug overlord.
But underneath the cool exterior is the same
innocent boy Silver once loved. As they begin an
affair, Silver tries to convince Chance to give up
the lethal way of life that ruined both their
childhoods. But Chance knows that walking
away from the game means having to pay a
deadly price. Silver won’t take no for an
answer–even if it means delving into a seedy
underworld and outscheming some of its most
vicious drug-dealers and cold-blooded
murderers. “Even in Blue’s world of doublecrossing, misogyny, drugs and brutality, an
against-all-odds fairy tale can come true.”
–Publishers Weekly
Word Hustle - LaMonda Horton-Stallings 2011
Word Hustle is the first scholarly treatment of
writer Donald Goines and thereby the first
serious consideration of "street literature." Black
Power politics, rape and racialized sexuality, and
black-girl-lost-donald-goines

the prison industrial complex are among the
topics addressed in Goines's writings to examine
the economic and literary politics of street
literature.
Black Royalty (fear of a Black Planet)
(revised) - Vincent MORRIS 2018-02-28
The year is 2118. Due to a decrease in racism
ninety five percent of the population is black or
brown. The remaining five percent of whites
fight to keep the bloodline pure, referring to
race mixing as genetic suicide, especially for
Caucasians.Ahmad Carter is a self made media
and real estate billionaire, and current president
of the United States. Ahmad looks to pass down
his legacy to one of three wayward and
disobedient sons. His oldest son Amir is a black
revolutionary who doesn't agree with the
platform his father ran on called one race/one
color, which preaches we will all be at peace if
we unify genetically into one family who are
essentially the same color. Ahmad feels that
Amir's vision is close minded and will block
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progress. Amir feels his father is a sell
out.Amir's second oldest son Booker T. Marshall
has nine children and six baby mama's,
preferring to live life hyper sexual and free,
rather than be chained to a holier than though
existence. Ahmad feels Booker T. is lazy and
irresponsible. Booker T. feels his father is
uptight, too serious, and needs to have fun,
because he's an atheist that not only doesn't
believe in God, but that there is no meaning to
life.Ahmad's youngest son Samuel loves to live
on the edge: everything from wild parties, to
drunken benders, and social media tirades.
Ahmad feels his youngest son Samuel refuses to
grow up. Samuel feels his father needs to get in
touch with his inner child.All the while there is
tension going on with black militants who
disagree with one race/one color, the five
percent of whites who struggle to keep the
bloodline pure, and a new America that's almost
a hundred percent black, yet still not a hundred
percent free.How has America changed with a
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90% black congress? What will Ahmad do about
his empire with such disobedient and immature
sons? What is pro black when the planet is
almost a hundred percent black or brown? How
do the remaining white people live? What would
happen if they no longer existed?These
questions and more are answered in Black
Royalty, a look into the conflict of family and
black unity a hundred years in the future.The
author is quoted as saying, "I feel like I have
something special with this one. I think you will
feel the same way."
The Dopefiend: - JaQuavis Coleman 2012-08-15
Part 2 of the Dopeman's Trilogy, JaQuavis
Coleman chillingly chronicles the life and crimes
of Harlem resident Hazel Brown, as she rises to
the highest highs and spirals into an inevitable,
devastating downfall. Hazel has nothing and no
one in her life; the only thing she "owns" is an
insatiable addiction to heroin. Her addiction
brings her to the slums, where she quickly
learns the tricks of surviving—of hustling and
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getting her street smarts. She'll do anything to
feed her habit, even if that means robbing and
conning and selling her own body. Yet no matter
how much heroin she does, the pain that's cut so
deep within her never goes away in this story so
intimate and compellingly written, you'll feel like
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you're walking in her shoes.
Dopefiend - Donald Goines 2011
Terry and Teddy's relationship crumbles and
they go in separate directions as they become
heroin addicts and seek their dealer's favor in
order to feed the addiction.
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